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test 5b

Grammar

1  Write the past participle of these verbs.  
(1 point each) 

1.	 stop	

2.	wear	

3.	buy	

4.	 run	

5.	win	

2  Complete these information questions with 
the present perfect form of the verbs.  
(1 point each)

1.	 Why	 	he	 	(change)	his	
name?

2.	Why	 	your	sister	 	(be)	
angry	with	me?

3.	How	 	Ethan	 	(show )	you	
that	he’s	serious?

4.	What	 	those	lions	 	(do)	to	
survive?

5.	Where	in	Philadelphia	 	you	
	(see)	this	poster?

3  Write Yes-No questions using Have you 
ever. then write positive (+) or negative (-) 
statements to answer the questions. Use 
never when necessary. (3 points each)

1.	 be	/	to	England	(-)

	

	

2.	 lose	/	your	wallet	(+)

	

	

3.	 live	/	in	the	forest	(-)

	

	

4.	play	/	ice	hockey	(-)

	

	

5.	drive	/	a	truck	(+)

	

	

4  Write these sentences with just. (3 points 
each) 

1.	 She	/	celebrate	/	her	birthday

	

2.	Jim	/	buy	/	a	new	car

	

3.	he	/	remember	/	to	call	his	mother

	

4.	our	friends	/	spend	/	$1,000	on	clothes

	

5.	 I	/	think	of	/	a	wonderful	idea

	

Vocabulary

5  Add suffixes (-ful, -less) to the words in 
parentheses and complete the sentences.  
(1 point each)

1.	 The	 	(home)	man	slept	in	the	
doorway	of	the	church.

2.	This	coin	is	 	(worth).	You	can’t	
buy	anything	with	it.

3.	A	 	(beauty )	painting	can	
brighten	up	a	room.

4.	The	Grand	Canyon	is	such	a	 	
(wonder )	place!

5.	Do	you	think	having	after-school	
activities	is	 	(stress )?

Communication

6  Use the words in the box to complete the 
dialogue below. (1 point each) 

touched gotten seen swum been

A:	I’ve	just	2	 	the	biggest	tiger	in	
the	world.

B:	So	what!	I’ve	just	2	 	the		longest	
snake	in	the	world.

A:	Oh,	yeah?	Well,	I’ve	just	3	 	to	
the	gorilla	cage	and	fed	it	a	banana.

B:	That’s	nothing.	Have	you	ever	4	 	
with	dolphins?	I	have!

stopped

has changed

Have you ever been to England? 

No, I’ve never been to England.

She has just celebrated her birthday. 

homeless

seen
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A:	I	have,	too.	And,	I’ve	just	5	 	
permission	to	ride	a	killer	whale.

B:	Ooh,	that’s	awesome!	Can	I	come?

Reading

7  Read the article and answer the questions 
using complete sentences. (3 points each)

Visiting Scotland gives us the opportunity 

to enjoy wild and wonderful scenery. The 

countryside has mountains and valleys, beautiful 

lochs (lakes), and rivers. Its towns and cities 

have a rich cultural life, good accommodations, 

and a variety of places to eat and drink. It is 

a friendly and welcoming place where the 

landscape, history, culture, and cuisine are all 

part of a great experience.

Scotland is one of the few special places left 

in Europe where it is possible to be alone in 

isolated countryside. This does not mean that 

Scotland does not have crowded roads or tourist 

attractions, but it is easy to escape from those 

and find peaceful places to enjoy.

1.	 What	kind	of	scenery	does	Scotland	
have?	

	

2.	What	do	Scotland’s	towns	and	cities	
have?

	

3.	What	are	the	things	that	make	Scotland	
such	a	great	experience?

	

4.	What	can	you	find	in	Scotland	that	is	
hard	to	find	in	Europe?

	

Writing

8  Fill in the fact file form on Dr. sutter, using 
the information in the paragraph. (10 points)

Rob Sutter is a dentist. He is 45 years old. 

He is very successful and earns a very good 

salary. He lives in a two-story house in Fairfax, 

Virginia. He drives an SUV (sports utility 

vehicle) and loves hunting and fishing. Last 

month he went on a safari in South Africa. 

For his birthday, on July 1 , he went fishing in 

Alaska. He is married to Lavelle Din, a well-

known ballet dancer. They have two children, 

Sam and Ellie, aged 10 and 8 years old.

Name: 

Birthday: 

Address: 

Occupation: 

Likes: 

Recent  activities: 

Family: 

	 	 72It has wild and wonderful scenery.


